Government of

Gouvernement des

Northwest Territories Territoires du Nord-Quest

August 17 th , 2018
Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
900-4920 52 nd Street
YELLOWKNIFE, NT XlA 3Tl
Attention:
Re:

Ms. Claudine Lee

Land Use Permit MV2012C0009
Mineral Exploration
Lac de Gras Area, NT

Dear Ms. Lee,
An inspection of the HW Camp and completed RC drill holes in the Courageous Lake/Lac de Gras Area was
conducted by Inspectors Clint Ambrose and Joe Heron on August 15 th, 2018. The inspection was conducted to
ensure that all operating conditions annexed to the above noted land use permit are being adhered to during this
land use operation. All findings of the inspection were discussed onsite with Mr. Rory Moore (Permittee) and Mr.
David Cox of Aurora Geosciences Ltd. (Contractor).
The HW Camp is occupied in support of mineral exploration activities and at the time of the inspection
approximately thirty-six (36) RC drill holes were complete. No major concerns were noted with the camp or drill
program and this cooperation being demonstrated by the Permittee is appreciated. Your copy of the
Environmental Inspection Report is enclosed and should be self-explanatory.
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the undersigned at (867) 767-9188 or Mr. Brandon
Bradbury at (867) 767-9187 ext. 24193.
Sincerely,

Clint Ambrose
Manager, Resource Management (Inspector)
North Slave Regional Office
GNWT - Department of Lands

cc:

MVLWB
Dominion Diamond Mines ULC - via email
Aurora Geosciences Ltd. - via email

P.O. Box 1320, Yellowknife NT XlA 2L9

www.gov.nt.ca

C. P. 1320, Yellowknife NT XlA 2L9
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ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION REPORT
Permittee:

Inspection Date - August 15 th , 2018

Dominion Diamond Mines ULC.
. Exp1ry
. Date
p erm1t

Last p rev10us nspect10n

MV2012C0009

March 6 th , 2020

June 26 th , 2018

Contractor:

Aurora Geosciences Ltd.
Midnight Sun Drilling

Subcontractor:

Location(s) Inspected:

The HW camp and completed RC drill holes.

Current Stage of
Operation:

The HW Camp is occupied in support of the RC Drill Program. Thirty-six (36) land based targets
were complete at the time of the inspection.

Land Use Permit No.
Quarrying Permit No.

I

Program Modifications
Approved:

Condition of Operation "A" - Acceptable "U" - Unacceptable "N/A" - Not Applicable
Operating Condition

Aspect Inspected
HW
Camp

RC Drill
Program

A

Location and Area

A

A

B

Time

A

A

C

Type and Size of Equipment

A

A

D

Methods and Techniques

A

A

E

Type, Location, Capacity and Operation of All
Facilities

A

A

F

Control or Prevention of Ponding of Water,
Flooding, Erosion, Slides and Subsi_dence of Land

A

A

G

Use, Storage, Handling and Ultimate Disposal of
Any Chemical or Toxic Material

A

A

H

Wildlife and Fisheries Habitat

A

A

I

Storage, Handling and Disposal of Refuse or
Sewage

A

A

J

Protection of Historical, Archeological and Burial
Sites

A

A

K

Objects and Places of Recreational, Scenic or
Ecological Value

N/A

N/A

L

Security Deposit

A

A

A*
A*

A
A

M Fuel Storage

N

Methods and Techniques for Debris and Brush
Disposal

N/A

N/A

0

Restoration of the Lands

A

A

p

Display of Permits and Permit Numbers

A

A

Q

Matters Not Inconsistent With the Regulations

A

A

R

Sections 8 to 16 M.V.L.U.R.

A

A

Condition

#53 Fuel Containment
#59 Clean Up Spills
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Explanatory Remarks
An inspection of the HW Camp (Photo #1 & #2) and completed RC drill targets in the Lac de Gras/Courageous Lake Area was conducted
by Inspectors Clint Ambrose and Joe Heron on August 15 th , 2018. The inspection was conducted to ensure that all operating conditions
annexed to the above noted land use permit are being adhered to during this land use operation. All aspects of the inspection were
discussed onsite with Mr. Rory Moore (Permittee) and Mr. David Cox of Aurora Geosciences Ltd. (Contractor).
HWCamp

Notification of camp occupancy was provided to Inspectors on July 18 th , 2018 and at the time of the inspection, the camp was occupied
with approximately 15 people to support exploration activities. Prior to personnel mobilizing to camp, the Contractor contacted the
undersigned Inspector to discuss the concerns noted in the June 26 th , 2018 Environmental Inspection Report and Inspectors are
pleased to report that the majority of the concerns were satisfactorily addressed and this cooperation is appreciated.
Photo #3 is the location of Spill File: #17-319 which was caused by a leaking drum and as seen in the photo, hydrocarbon impacted
soils were excavated, containerized in 5 gallon pails, and samples taken for offsite analysis at a laboratory to demonstrate that no
impacted soils remain. Once lab results are received and the Inspector confirms that results are within guideline, the spill file will be
closed and the Permittee can backfill the excavation with unusable till samples from the RC drill Program and clean esker material.
It should be noted that active fuel drum management was discussed with Mr. Cox and as seen in Photo #3, tertiary containment in the
form of a shallow lined pan has been placed below the active fuel drum and a 5 gallon pail as well. This should help minimize the
potential for soils to be impacted with hydrocarbons during fuel transfers or if a leak from the fittings were to occur. The Inspectors
were also informed that prior to the demobilization of personnel at the end of the program, all active drums will have their fittings and
lines removed, bungs sealed, and drums stood up. The Inspectors appreciate the adaptive managementtechniques being implemented
by the Contractor to help reduce the likelihood of a spill.
As noted during the June 26 th , 2018 inspection, hydrocarbon impacted soils were observed behind one of the sleeper tents and can be
viewed in Photo #4. Impacted soils were excavated, containerized in 5 gallon pails, and samples taken. Once it is demonstrated to
Inspectors that the excavations are free ofresidual hydrocarbons they can be backfilled.
All of the 5 gallon pails of hydrocarbon impacted soils have been sealed and staged on pallets (Photo #5). The removal was discussed
with Mr. Cox who proposed removal along the 2019 winter road and this was acceptable to the Inspector since the soils are being
securely stored. Soils removal must be made a priority by the Permittee and the Inspectors are confident this will occur since
the large sloop stored on site also requires demobilization this winter.
Empty 45 gallon drums can be viewed in Photo #6 and although approximately 40 drums have been removed this Summer, the
Permittee must strive to continue backhauling drums on an ongoing basis and at the latest, all drums removed on the 2019 winter road.
Hydrocarbon impacted soils were noted under the Pisten Bully viewed in Photo #7 and although the secondary containment was
replaced (Photo #8) it appears that further leaks have occurred. The Permittee must diligently monitor the ground surface below this
piece of equipment and clean-up for proper offsite disposal all impacted soils as they are observed.
Photo #9 is the west end of the airstrip where soils were being land farmed by the Permittee (Spill# 15-310). Lab results confirmed
that soils meet guidelines so they were removed from the tarps and spread thinly on top of the esker. Results from the sampling of the
soils below the tarps must be provided to Inspectors and the Permittee is required to keep the PVC pipe in the backfilled excavation to
ensure passive aeration continues until final restoration of the HW camp is completed.
No other concerns were noted at the camp since garbage and pacto bags are being securely stored in the incinerator building (Photo
#10) for shipment offsite to an approved disposal facility, the grey water sump is adequately containingwaterwithoutovertopping or
seeping at the toe, and drums in the fuel caches are either stored on their sides with bungs at 3 and 9 o'clock or upright on pallets with
banding.
The fuel cache viewed in Photo #12 is located approximately 5.5 Nautical Miles east of the HW Camp and although no concerns were
noted, this cache has been in place for a while and must be made a priority for use. Once all drums are used and removed, the
Permittee must provide the Inspectors written documentation stating this.
RC Drill Program

The RC drill had completed approximately thirty-six (36) holes at the time of the inspection and samples are being taken back to the
HW Camp for processing and can be viewed in Photo #13. Disposal of the samples was discussed with Mr. Cox and the Inspectors have
no concerns with them being spread thinly in a natural depression greater than 100 metres from the nearest watercourse and in a
fashion that sediment will not be mobilized during spring freshet or large precipitation events.
All of the completed drill holes to date were inspected and Photo #15 & #16 are examples of what a completed RC drill hole looks like.
RC drilling is very low impact and no concerns were noted at any of the sites since no cuttings of concern remained, no garbage or
debris was present, and no obvious hydrocarbon spills were observed.
Overall, the Inspectors were pleased with all aspects of this land use operation and this cooperation is anticipated for the duration of
the drill program.

Completed off Site
Representative's Signature

Clint Ambrose
Inspector

Inspector's Signature

Photo #1- MV2012C0009 - Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
Aerial view of the HW Camp.

Photo #2 - MV2012C0009 - Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
Another view of the HW Camp.

Photo #3 - MV2012C0009 - Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
Spill file: 17-319. Hydrocarbon impacted soils have been excavated and once deemed "clean", backfilling can occur.

--

Photo #4 - MV2012C0009 - Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
Hydrocarbon impacted soils were excavated in this area and lab analysis must be provided to Inspectors prior to backfilling.

Photo #5 - MV2012C0009 - Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
Excavated hydrocarbon impacted soils have been securely sealed and will be shipped offsite along the 2019 Winter Road.

Photo #6 - MV2012C0009 - Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
Permittee must continue to remove empty 45 gallon drums on an ongoing basis, and all must be removed in early 2019 at the latest.

Photo #7 - MV2012C0009- Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
Secondary containment was re-established below the Snowcat.

Photo #8- MV2012C0009 - Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
Although contianment is present, some additional impacted soils were observed and require clean-up for proper offsite disposal.

Photo #9 - MV2012C0009 - Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
Esker airstrip and location of Spill File: 15-310. Passive aeration must continue until the expiry of the land use permit at the very earliest.

Photo #10 - MV2012C0009 - Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
Domestic waste and pacto bags are securely stored in the incinerator building.

Photo #11 • MV2012C0009 • Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
Grey water sump and no concerns were noted.

Photo #12 • MV2012C0009 • Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
Fuel cache located east of the HW Camp must be used as a priority.

Photo #13 - MV2012C0009 - Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
Samples from the RC program will be disposed of in a natural depression greater than 100 m from a watercourse.

Photo #14 • MV2012C0009 - Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
Drill additives stored within the camp compound.

Photo #15 - MV2012C0009 - Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
Example of a completed RC drill hole.

Photo #16 - MV2012C0009 - Dominion Diamond Mines ULC
Another example of a completed RC drill hole.

